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A: What you see in the HTML is pure text. The fact that you see text in an HTML document when you
read it with your web browser means that the data's been converted to HTML. If you want to see the

raw data, look at the HTML source and find the actual byte-code that was converted to HTML. You
want to see the byte-code: Find the byte-code Download the byte-code Find a way to work the byte-
code into ASCII Hope this helps. Refreshing Cleaning Tips For the Holiday Season People always want

to look their best and you can help them do so just by providing them with clean clothes. You can
have them look their best by simply cleaning their clothes in your washing machine instead of

throwing them in the dryer and they will smell fresh for much longer. Here are a few more tips that
you can use to get your home smelling great this holiday season. Wash Clothes before Putting Them
in the Dryer You will be shocked how much better your clothes will smell if you wash them first. As
you know, detergents break down the dirt and fiber in the fabric, and when you add them to the

dryer, they will dry out the clothes. If you wash the clothes first, they will absorb the detergent more
quickly. A lot of people have a clothes dryer that does not do a good job drying clothes but it is worth
it to have your clothes dry faster. Use Only Washcloths for Washing Using only washcloths is a very

effective way to clean, and you can easily make your own out of paper or cotton balls. Simply place a
washcloth in the wash liquid, rub, and let it dry. You can then throw the washcloth in the trash

instead of using a paper towel to dry your clothes. If you wash your clothes inside your home, then
use a cloth towel only for drying. These towels will absorb too much water to be used with any

laundry detergent as well as your clothes. A cloth towel will maintain its shape and not stretch out
like a towel made of fabric. Fluff Your Clothes More Fluffing your clothes is one of the best ways to

get them to look and feel good again after cleaning. You can use your hands to fluff the clothes. Just
grab a handful of clothes and shake them up and down. Using your hands is a great way to clean
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